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Victoria's typical customers at her psychotherapy practice are adults who are looking for work-life
balance. Her clients come from all walks of life and as a result of their varied backgrounds, the bulk

of her advice is practical, and often applicable to any and all relationships. Using cognitive-
behavioral psychotherapy she offers her clients the guidance they need to embrace the meaning in
their lives. She has an extensive background in dealing with the stress and anxiety associated with

work, health issues, careers and relationships and often finds herself dealing with a range of
personal issues in her private practice. Her clients benefit from a practice that engages her in a non-
judgmental, supportive and comprehensive way. Although the majority of her clients are looking for

work-life balance, there are many who are struggling with significant issues and in some cases,
Victoria is asked to address the deeply-rooted issues causing them to become dysfunctional in their
relationships. Her diverse background gives her a unique perspective when addressing these issues
and she incorporates her varied experiences and expertise into each session she conducts. With a
background in nursing as well as her training as a psychotherapist, Victoria Lorient-Faibish offers

clients a safe environment for experiencing new ideas and learning to adjust to change. What makes
her approach different from many other relationship books is that her approach is not one-sided and
she acknowledges the importance of each partner having their own issues, which she addresses in

her clients' therapy. 5ec8ef588b
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